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Company: TIME FRAME ALUMINUM & GLASS

Location: Sharjah

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Designer - Glass & Aluminum Works

Time Frame Aluminum & Glass LLC is a leading company specializing in facade works,

including metal, small steel structures, and fitout works. We are currently seeking a

talented and experienced Designer to join our team, who is well-versed in glass and

aluminum systems within the local market. This role is integral to our operations, as it

involves preparing glass orders, fabrication orders, shop drawings, and BOQs for projects.

Responsibilities:

- Design and draft detailed shop drawings for glass and aluminum works in accordance with

project specifications.

- Prepare fabrication orders and glass orders to meet project timelines and requirements.

- Prepare BOQ

- Stay updated on the latest glass and aluminum systems available in the local market and

leverage this knowledge in designing and planning.

- Collaborate closely with the project management team to understand project requirements and

provide design solutions that meet these needs.

- Ensure compliance with all safety and quality standards in design and drafting processes.

Requirements:

- A minimum of three years of experience in glass and aluminum design, with a strong

understanding of the available systems in the local market.

- Proficiency in design software (e.g., AutoCAD, SketchUp, or similar) is essential.

- Strong technical knowledge of glass and aluminum fabrication processes.
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- Excellent communication skills, with the ability to work effectively in a team.

- A problem-solver with a keen eye for detail and a commitment to quality.

- Common sense and practical understanding of construction and design principles.

Application Process:

Interested candidates should send their CV to [HIDDEN TEXT], highlighting their experience in

glass and aluminum works and any previous projects they have worked on.
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